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Interdisciplinary Math Circles

Abstract

Aligning with the Vision 2025 for mathematical sciences and following the
legacy of Felix Klein, these novel math circle activities bring together
mathematics and science teachers, mathematicians, and undergraduate peer
mentors to study the dynamics of an invasive lionfish population that is
threatening the local ecosystem. We consider alternative harvesting regimes
and study their mathematical and scientific models using both continuous and
discrete data. This approach allow teachers to practice mathematical modeling
for an integrated STEM learning using population growth as a theme.

Exemplified math circle activities provide support for teachers and students
looking to develop interdisciplinary connections between discrete mathematics,
calculus, statistics, and biology which have an impact on the local ecology and
fishing industry.

Keywords: Mathematics Circles, STEM Teacher Circles, Population Dynamics,
Recursive Models, Cross-curricular projects, Connecting Discrete and
Continuous Models
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Background for Interdisciplinary Math Circles

• Vision 2025: More interdisciplinary activities and
cross-cutting projects in mathematical sciences.

• Mathematical sciences includes population dynamics.

• Cross-cutting ideas from population dynamics as a thread
across Grades 7 − 16 mathematics and science courses.

• Vertical Alignment (Grades 7-16) with Common Core and
Next Gen standards.

• Mathematical modeling builds bridges across mathematical
sciences.

• Our stance: Integrated STEM with modeling & PBL
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Interdisciplinary Math Circle for Learning M in STEM

• Math emphasized: discrete and continuous modeling of
population dynamics.

• Share disciplinary advanced perspectives and most up-to-date
research on dynamics and control of local populations such as
lionfish, sea turtles, deer and conch.

• Provide needed fundamental, diverse, and rich mathematical
perspectives on population dynamics for math and science
teachers:

• Fundamental - Math for collaborating science teachers.
• Diverse - Mathematical perspectives for math teachers:

continuous, discrete and statistical methods for population
dynamics.

• Rich - inclusive perspectives with mathematicians, scientists,
community experts and partners such as CORE, environmental
protection agencies.



Interdisciplinary Math Circles

• When: Summer++: Summer institute activities on
integrative math & science projects.

• Yearlong Followup providing focused math content training
with interdisciplinary math circles.

• Circles on population dynamics and control were June 29, 30,
Nov 4 and Nov 18.

• Building on Klein’s Legacy: Advanced Perspectives on
Elementary Mathematics

• Support: NSF VI EPSCoR Mare Nostrum Caribbean



Lionfish Problem for the Caribbean



Driving Question for our Interdisciplinary Math Circles?

Can You Eat to Beat the
Lionfish Problem?



Ongoing STEM Teacher Project on Lionfish since Fall of
2015



Ongoing STEM Teacher Project with Lionfish



Mathematical Descriptions by STEM Teachers in the
Lionfish team



Launching Question - Lionfish Sightings

Launching Question

1 How do you describe
the population
growth
mathematically?



Different Mathematical Models

Mathematical Models for Populations:
• Continuous Models as analytic solutions to

differential equations P ′(t) = f (P, t).
• Discrete Models with difference equations using

recurrences for numeric approximations.
∆P = f (Pn)

• Statistical Models: population parameter
estimations



Different Mathematical Models

Each discrete and continuous model can be examined in linear,
exponential, and logistic growth scenarios.

Analysis of the Behavior - Local and Global

• numerical
• graphical
• algebraic
• sensitivity to Po, r
• verbal/interpretive- changes of assumptions-scenarios



Representations of Three Growth Scenarios
Difference and Differential Equations

Verbal Analytic Difference Differential Equations
Constant change Linear ∆P = Pn+1 − Pn = r P ′(t) = (1 + r)

Unbounded Exponential ∆P = rPn P ′(t) = (1 + r)P
Limited Logistic ∆P = rPn(1 − Pn

C ) P ′(t) = (1 + r)P(1 − P
C )

Table: Summary for the Models for Population Dynamics



Linear Difference and Differential Equations

Figure: Representations of Discrete and Continuous Linear Models.



Graphical Explorations-Logistic Difference and Differential
Equations

Logistic Models
1 Discrete:

Pn+1 = (r + 1)Pn − r
K P2

n

2 Continuous P(x) =
K

1 + (K/P0 − 1)e−rt ,
P0 = 2, K = 350, r = 0.24

Figure: Graphical Reps of Discrete
and Continuous Models.



Model Comparison

Discrete Solns Continuous Solns Error

P1: t= 5 6 7 -1
P3: t= 15 45 61 -16
P5: t= 25 210 245 -35
P7: t= 35 333 337 -4
P9:t= 45 349 349 0

Table: Model Comparison



Model fitting for given s-shaped data with parent functions

Figure: Transforming sigmoid into a given data, a tanh(b(x − c)) + d



Harvesting

Figure: How much harvesting is sustainable?



Harvesting Impact Graphically

Figure: 30% is harvested at time tn



As a Dynamical System - Fish Population Dynamics

Figure: Dynamical System modeling with Insightmaker



Fishing as a Large Dynamical System

Figure: Dynamical System Detailed



Dynamical System Definitions

Figure: Dynamical System modeling



Conclusions

• Discrete approach made advanced math more approachable
for high school

• Teachers reported that students are deeply engaged with a
locally relevant problem and took more ownership of their
math and science.

• Provided more equitable access to deeper math and science
for historically underprivileged students.

• Progress is slow with an interdisciplinary and inclusive
approach but highly promising.

• Now we have a cohort of mentor teachers providing local
training and support

• We are still working on improving teachers knowledge of
mathematical content and modeling for population dynamics
in high schools.

• Teachers are currently conducting action research to measure
its impact in developing STEM identity and orientation.



Thank you for your attention!
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